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time the family was very rich and powerful. On this
account I am disposed to question whether the Canzone
at page 418 (where the author speaks of his poverty)
can really be Guido's work, though I have included it as
being interesting if rightly attributed to him ; and it is
possible that, when exiled, he may have suffered for the
time in purse as well as person. About three years
after his death, on the 10th June, 1304, the Black party
plotted together and set fire to the quarter of Florence
chiefly held by their adversaries. In this conflagration
the houses and possessions of the Cavalcanti were almost
entirely destroyed ; the flames in that neighbourhood
(as DinoCompagni records) gainingrapidlyin consequence
of the great number of waxen images in the Virgin's
shrine at Or San Michele ; one of which, no doubt, was
the very image resembling his lady to which Guido refers
in a sonnet (see p. 398). After this, their enemies suc-
ceeded in finally expelling from Florence the Cavalcanti
family,1 greatly impoverished by this monstrous fire, in
which nearly two thousand houses were consumed.
Guido appears, by various evidence, to have written,
besides his poems, a treatise on Philosophy, and another
on Oratory, but his poems only have survived to our
day. As a poet, he has more individual life of his own
than belongs to any of his predecessors ; by far the best
of his pieces being those which relate to himself, his
loves and hates. The best known, however, and perhaps
the one for whose sake the rest have been preserved,
is the metaphysical canzone on the Nature of Love,
beginning * Donna rni priega *, and intended, it is said,
as an answer to a sonnet by Guido Orlandi, written as
though coming from a lady, and beginning, ' Onde si
muove e donde nasce Amore ? J On this canzone of
1 With them were expelled the still more powerful Gherardini,
also great sufferers by the conflagration ; who, on being driven from
their own country, became the founders of the ancient Geraldine
family in Ireland. The Cavalcanti reappear now and then in later
European history; and especially we hear of a second Guido Caval-
canti, who also cultivated poetry, and travelled to collect books for
the Ambrosian Library; and who, in 1563, visited England as
Ambassador to the court of Elizabeth from Charles IX of France.

